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PREFACE
This is one of seven studies carried on simultaneously
and co-operatively in the field of Social Studies in Secondary
Schools by a group including;
James R. Donovan, ECONOMICS
Robert A. Gentry, CIVICS
Robert S. Harris, AI^fflRICAN GOVERNTffiNT
Andres J. Kornachuk, SOCIOLOGY
Ralph C. Magnuson, PROBLEI'AS OF DEMOCRACY
Timothy P. Murphy, GEOGRAPHY
Charles F. O'Hara, JimiOR HIGH SCHOOL AIvIERICAN HISTORY
Due acknowledgment and appreciation are hereby extended
to our worthy adviser, Assistant Professor William H. Cartwight,
Boston University School of Education, for his untiring
efforts in guiding this group Yd.th his advice and counsel.
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The purpose of this study is to compile a list of reading
materials cited in high school textbooks in American Government.
It is also intended to discover the extent to which textbook
authors agree on the choice of bibliographical material. It
is, furthermore, planned to compare this list vfith certain
extant lists of high school reading materials, to compare
lists of different authors and to compare the composite list
with the existing lists of high school reading. Finally, it
is intended to classify these books.
It is generally believed that the Social Studies
Department and the English Department make more use of
1 /
library m.aterials than any other. In accordance vri.th this
view many reasons have been offered as to why the biblio-
graphies contained in social studies textbooks are both
yinteresting and revealing to the school librarian. It has
been shown that in order to extend the variety of pupils'
learning experiences, school libraries are often expected
1/
to furnish these titles when the text is being used. Not
only should a librarian be conversant with these materials,
1/ 'fillard A. heaps, "Supplementary^ Readings in American History
Textbooks", Social Education (May, 19Ul) 39: ?1?
2/ Ibid., 2lU
3/ Ibid., 23 9
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however j hut also the versatile social studies teacher. Because
he should be able to make available to the pupil for further
enrichment supplementary references in his fields the writer
believes that the following study of books and materials
cited in textbooks in American Government in secondary
schools is most appropriate.
It is usually necessary'- to define terms that are apt to
be used in a study of this nature so that a clear understanding
of what is meant does not leave a question in the mind of the
reader. In order that this may not occur, Wesley's classifica-
tions, interpretations and definitions, as submitted below,
1/
are used in this study.
Reference Books: under this heading would appear general
encyclopedias, 3'’earbooks, state manual,
atlases and dictionaries of biography.
Source Books: books containing readings in history and
governm.ent and excerots from, well known
writers which furnish a sense of reality
obtained onlj’’ b;.'’ experience.
Specialized Studies: books which provide material on
particular periods or topics that extend
be^'-ond the textbook and the encyclopedia.
Periodicals: magazines which present facts, reflect
opinions and present critical views; newspapers
Books on Local Aspects: materials siach as the historj’’ of the
state, country, city or town; local publica-
tions and materials related to local history,
government, social and economic conditions
and activities of the neighborhood.
1/ Wesley, E. B., Teaching the Social Studies, D. C. Heath & Co.
‘Boston, Mass., Edition 19ii^,’~pp. 1-^7-331
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Series and Sets: A series consists of a number of volumes each
of which is written by a different author and
so organized as to secure a unified and
coordinated treatment,
A set is a number of related volumes by the
same author
,
Textbook: a book used as a standard in any branch or
course of study; a book that forms the basis
for regular class instruction.
Reference Reading: reading material that is additional or
supplementary to the textbook.
References: all printed matter -vihich contains material
that is additional or suoplementary in
nature; may or may not be similar; may or
may not extend beyond the textbook.
Parallel Textbooks: textbooks TAiiich are intended for use in
the same subject and at the same grade level
as the book under consideration.
Biographies: records of the lives of particular men or
women
,
Historical Fiction: a book which presents a historical fact
or facts woven around a fictitious person
or several persons whose acts and thoughts
are also presented.
Pamphlets: free and inexpensive materials dealing with
special topics in the social studies.
Since this study is concerned Tdth reading lists in
textbooks, it is in order to show that textbooks are very
important to the social studies program in the United States,
Although many teachers have maintained that sourcebooks
,
collateral readings and other supplementargr materials are
sufficient for an adequate education in the social studies, we
find numerous authorities supporting the brief for textbooks,
Henry Johnson feels that the most important aid in the teaching
of history is the textbook, from the point of view of American
r
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1/
conditions. Yfe are, furthermore, urged to recognize the fact
that "in American educational practice textbooks virtuallv
£/
represent the curriculum", "There is little evidence
available to justifv anv great faith in the effect of supple-
y
mentary and collateral materials on content".
Studies have shown that "instruction by the textbook still
remains, by far, the most common method of instruction in the
k/
social studies," Yfilder, the author of this statement,
indicates that "the production of textbooks in increasing
numbers vdthin a fiven field enables the teacher to make
5/
assignments in parallel texts." The result is that the less
capable pupil may acquire more than one presentation of a
topic at a level of organization, thought and style suited
6/
to his ability.
"It is in the textbook that one expects to find the
essentials of a subject, the general outline of the course.
17 Henry Johnson, Teaching of History, The Macmillan Company,
Few York, 19U0, p.2lH
2/ Michael Levine, "The Textbook in Social Studies", Social
Education (May, 1939) 3*- p. 318
3/ Ibid ., p, 319
U/ Howard B. Wilder, "Progress in Social Studies Textbooks",
Focial Education (May, 1937) IJ p. 313
5/ Ibid ., p. 317
6/ Loc. cit.

1/
The teacher and the textbook are the pillars of instruction.
Educators and administrators have begun to ask serious
questions of textbook makers, for the making of textbooks
is one of the most influential forces in shaping education's
2/
policy". Thwing characterizes the textbook as "a teacher
of teachers", showing that by means of a text or several
texts the teacher introduces the pupil to a world of knowledge
3/
he little suspected. Kepner claims that "rightly or v^rongly
the American teacher is, by far and large, a textbook
k/
teacher"
.
The textbook holds a prominent place in school work be-
cause it provides a compact arrangement of educational
material, "serves as a ready reference after the individual
has completed his formal education," and provides for a
?/
uniform education throughout the country. It promotes
an orderly pursuit of the course and is "a record of sub-
6/
ject development from year to year".”
Tf Eall-Que st , Alif 'red L . , The Textbook, Macmillan Co., N.T.,
T918, p.l.
2/ Ibid. p.3.
3/ Ibid, p.9.
U/ Tyler Kepner, "The Dilemma of the Teacher", Social Education
XVebruary, 1937) 1: p.85
9/ Hall-Quest, Op. cit., p.9
6/ Hall-Quest, Op. cit., p.9
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'.Vhile the textbook offers the several advantages indicated
above j we should observe that it makes one independent of his
teacher,” One may take his book wherever he pleases. One
cannot do that with a great lecturer. Neither may one
question the teacher as he can the book, nor may one select
the time for hearing the great teacher talk as he can for
2/
reading the book. Nearly all the great teachers, moreover,
3/
have embodied their ideas in books, Yfe find, further,
that "the textbook is a tool by means of vrhich knowledse is
k/
received and understanding developed. It is a guide to
H
reading references and an incentive or inspiration".
A further example of the value of the textbook is found
in the references and bibliographies contained in them. These
are ?ood criteria bv which teachers mav evaluate textbooks
6/
obiectivelv, "Manv good teachers have obtained excellent
V
results with the use of a few reference books."
1/ Dr, W, T. Harris, "The Importance of the Textbook",
Tournal of Education (October 8, 191ii) 80: p.317
2/ Loc. cit,
3/ Loc . cit,
U/ Loc . cit ,
9/ Loc. cit.
6/ Bining, A.C. and D.H., Teaching Social Studies in Secondarv
Schools, McGraw-Hill, New York, ivLl, p , h'/’-BTi
7/ Ibid. p.
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In concludin" these reinarks on the value of textbooks
attention is called to Cart-wright's view that "the textbook
is probably the best single tool available to social studies
teachers. The fact that it rnav be misused is not a criticism
1/
of the tool but of the training or ability of the craftsman",
"’lith the textbook 5 as with the plane in the school shop, it
is the skill with which the tool is used that determines the
2/
quality of the product,
’Ihile the textbook is extremely important to the social
studies program, the social studies, perhaps more than any
other subject in the school, should encourage -wide reading,
Wesley makes the statement that "reading offers practically
the only means bj’- which the students can, at least vicariously,
acquire all the rich and illuminating experiences -which the
3/
human race has had"
,
Textbooks, out of necessity, can only serve as a guide
to challenge a student and to open up thought provoking ex-
periences. Great demands are made upon textbooks. "By the
time the pupil has reached the Junior High School he has
become a textbook addict. Textbooks are introduced at the
earliest possible moment and the pupil is made to realize
w
their general utility, if not their infallibility."'
1/ William H. Cart-wright, "How to Use a Textbook", ^2 of
’’’’How to Do It" Series, Na-tional Council for the Social Studies,
Washin^on,“i).C.
,
1^)475 p.l.
£/ Ibid , p.3
3/ Wesley, On. cit . , p.hl8
W- D.c* Kiowltonj "Teaeh-iftg-~<^f Hlsloj’y in Llie JunioFr High School'^y
Historical Outlook (February, 192^) 16: p, 76
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Many school surveys indicate the dominant role that the text-
book plays in the social studies. To some students stud^ring
means the learning of material in the textbook. Yet the
authors ; in order to be brief j can give only a bird’s eye
view of the situation colored by their own experience.
Textbooks would be too cumbersome if they were to include
a complete description of an event. At the most, whatever
treatment is given must be brief and to the point.
The reading program, as suggested by the authors of
textbooks indicates that they recognize the limitations of
their work, Ernest Horn states, "The present tendency in
textbooks is clearly in the direction of the expanded text.
The arrangement of the largest books and recommended reading
lists included in there indicate, however, that the authors
y
assume the necessity of collateral reading". Too many
students exhibit too great an adherence to the text. Super-
vised study will relieve this as will also the encouragement
of collateral reading. Collateral reading will not only
prevent concentration on the content of one book, but will
overcome a paucit'^'' of vocabularv so that students mav use
^ 2/
their OTm words in expressing the aspects of a subject,
1/ Horn, E. Methods of Instniction in the Social Studies,
Scribners, N.Y.
,
19373~p.211
2/ B. Stolzinberg, "A Stud^/ of Failures in the Social Studie
The Social Studies, (December, 1938) 29: p*3U7
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Importance of collateral reading vras recognized before the
twentieth century. Such organizations as the National
Education Association and the American Historical Association
took an active part in stressing collateral reading. In part
they stated;
’’Resolved,
that pupils should be required to read
or learn one other account, besides that
of the textbook, on each lesson.
Resolved,
that a collection or reference books,
as large as the means of the school v/ill
allow, should be provided for every school
suitable for use in connection vn.th all
the historical work done in that school,”
Teachers have been requesting lists of books for outside
2/
reading in the social studies. A reading program beyond the
textbook serves many purposes. Authorities such as Johnson,
Horn, Wesley, Hiel, Martin and others strongly favor collateral
reading as one of the greatest aids in teaching the social
studies. It helps to create conditions favorable to thinking
and, consequently, to combat formal and verbalistic learning.
Horn, Johnson and Wesley agree on the important contri-
butions of collateral reading which mav be suTTimarized as
3/
follows:
(a) "to give vividness, atmosphere and a sense of reality."
(b) "to furnish specific information."
1/ Herbert D. Foster, Chairman, "Books for Historical Reading
Tn the Schools", Historical Outlook (October, 192li) 19: p.307
£/ Horn, E., Op. cit . p. 227-228
3/ Horn, E., Op. cit., p. 229
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(c) "to give inspiration and to develop present and
continuing interests."
(d) "to give a knowledge of general references, such
as encyclopedias, atlases, yearbooks, and other
standard works, and to train in their use."
(e) "to introduce the student to the classic writings
in social science."
(f) "to encourage the discriminative reading of
imaginative literature in relation to the social
studies."
(g) "to acquaint students with the periodical literature
that is most useful in keeping abreast with modern
developments; and to give training in the use of
the fundamentals of thought in the various social
sciences.
"
To have a program of collateral reading necessitates som.e
form of library. The need for numerous and varied books in
teaching the social studies should stimulate a social studies
library. It should be the center and source of all study in
historv. No vital work can be carried on without books to
1/
which pupils may have ready and constant access. Recent
surveys of social studies libraries show that they do con-
tain old and comparatively useless books, that they are
poorly supolied vdth recent books and that the number is too
2/
small to serve the needs of the pupils.
The library markedly influences the success or failure
of the work in social studies, ’’fesley makes the following
statement
;
1/ Wesley, E.B., Op. cit .
,
p.32U
2/ Ibid., p.32li
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"'.'.Iiereasj some school sabjects can be taught with relative success
without an;/' great use of books, the ver;'- essence of the social
studies is found in an expanded realization of the various forms
and instances of serial cooperation. The librar;’’ is perhaps
the best single index of the quality of instruction that is
given in the social studies. Only a slothful and indifferent
teacher -vd-ll acquiesce in the continuation of a poor and
inadequate library. The alert and vigorous teacher vri.ll see
that a poor librarq'- becomes a good libraru’-." i'
Horn states: The selection of an adequate working lihrarg''
in the social studies is diffioult and the m.ore limited the
funds of the sc>^ool, the m.ore crucial it is that the books be
chosen with the utmost care. The lists in. m.any textbooks
seem to have been m.ade without the limitations of .either the
budget or the abilities of the students in mind,£/
There is, moreover, astonishingly little agreement among
texts in any field as to books that students should study.
In one investigation, only one reference was found to be
recommended in all of twentj’"--tvro texts in Am.erican History
that were examined and onlv sixteen references were mentioned
'2/
in seventeen or more texts.
In the foregoing observations we have noted that the
textbook is the outstanding device relied upon in the teaching
of the social studies in secondary schools. It is to be ob-
served further, however, that the textbook standing alone today
does not meet the requirements of an enriching education.
In conclusion, attention is drawn to the paramount need
of a broad reading program. For this reason v/e cannot escape
the contention of the best authorities that reading lists and
1/ lifesley, E.B., Op. cit . , p, 3’3U
2/ Horn, E. Op. cit . , p. 2hh
3/ Ibid., p. 2h^

a good collection of reference books are essential to the de-
sirable outcomes of a superior program in the social studies.
It is to be seen, therefore, that both an effective textbook
and a well planned library of such materials are of the
highest importance to the modern school. This studj'- is
designed to further that objective.
w
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CHAPTER IT
PROCEDURE USED TO ™ IIWESTIGATION
DESCRIPTION OF AUTHORITATIVE SOURCES
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In order to discover the references in textbooks it was
thought best to use as many modern up-to-date books as were
available. Books printed prior to ’JV’orld War II seemed
outdated, and with one exception, were avoided. Not as many
books as desirable are available at the present time. Most
authors are having revisions made and their books will not
be off the press till late fall. The work was made more
difficult in trying to find suitable textbooks for the stuchT",
However, after checking with the publishers, the follov/ing
textbooks were selected and approved by the adviser:
1, James Yfilford Garner and Louise Irving Capen, Our
Governm.ent, American Book Company, New York, 1VC7.
Reference ^ooks are arranged alphabetically at the
end of each chapter,
2, Neil Doyle Houghton, Realities of American Ctovemment,
The Macmillan Compan3'-, New york~l937 '
Reference books are arranged alphabetically at the end
of each chapter.
3,
Robert E, Keohone, Mar^/ Peters Keohone and Joseph D,
McGoldrich, Government in Action, Harcourt Brace Company,
New York, 19fTl
Reference books are arranged alphabeticallj'- at the
end of each chapter,
k, Frank Abbott Magruder, American Ciovernment, Alljn and
Bacon Company, New York, lyliB
Reference books are arranged alphabetically at the end
of each chapter.
5. L. J, O'Rourke, Your Government Today and Tomorrow,
D. C. Heath Company, Boston, ’''ass., 19uU.
Reference books are arr'anged alphabetically at the
end of each chapter,
6, Samuel Steinberg and Lucian Lamm, Our Changing
Government, J. B. Lippincott Company, New York, 1914.^
Beierence nooks are arranged alphabeticall^r in Appendix II,
pages h99-^12, for each chapter of the book.
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A list of all the references was compiled from the text-
books v;ith the name of the author j publisher and date of
publication, if given. The references from each textbook were
checked to discover if textbook witers agreed on supplemental^/-
reading material. In this manner lOOU references vrere found.
A working list of the references mentioned in three or more
textbooks was compiled. This working list contained 82
references. This list of books in turn was checked against
the Standard Catalog to determ.ine w^hether this authoritative
source agreed on these books.
The Standard Catalog for High School Libraries consists
of books prepared prim.arily for Junior and Senior High Schools.
The catalogue is so important to social studies teachers that
a detailed description of its organization and the methods
by which it is compiled is included here.
The catalogue is divided into two parts. The first part
of the catalogue is arranged alphabetically under author,
title or subject. The quickest way of finding all books by
one author, or all material on a given subject is to look in
Part I under the author and subject. Part I is used as an
index to Part II where the arrangement is according to the
Dewey Decimal Classification. Part II gives full information
about the book, its publisher, price and descriptive note.
Pamphlets are included under the various classification
numbers and follow the books on the subject.
The books are not completely ;graded, but som.e are classified
as being for senior high schools onl//, others for junior high
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schools, and still others for adults or for older pupils.
The Standard Catalog includes 3835 books fully catalogued
1025 books entered briefly at the heads of classes as notes
j
500 pamphlets and series of pamphlets as vfell as a list of
sources for pictures; 900 books are starred for first purchase
of which 359 of these are double starred. During the months
preceding each supplement a file of cards is built up con-
sisting of titles which are thought by the editors to be
possibilities for the catalogue.
The entries consist of all titles that are reviewed in
the Book Review Digest which seem to be suitable for high
school libraries. All the cards made by the H.7f. Wilson
CompanA'’ which are marked ”L” in the check lists of printed
cards are included. All books designated as "Books For
Young People" in the Booklet as well as books reviewed in the
Hornbook
,
Wisconsin Bulletin and other periodicals which
list books for young people are included in the entries.
Books that the publishers send to the P,W. '"''^ilson Company
and suggestions made by collaborators and others are given
consideration in making the entries.
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CHAPTER III
PRESENTATION OF DATA
Table s
Charts
Findings
-23-

As the lOOU reference books were studied to find the ones
most frequentl-''' mentioned by textbook authors
,
the following
y
working list of 82 books is submitted for further study.
Table I contains the complete list of the 82 books with
the name of the author or authors, publisher, and date of
publication. Table II contains a list of all references
found in three out of the six textbooks studied showing
the textbooks in which they appeared. Table III shows the
references found in four out of the six textbooks indicated.
Table IV shows the references found in five out of the six
textbooks studied, while Table V indicates the references
from the working list that were found in the Standard
Catalog. At the bottom 0:^* each table, where necessary’’, there
is a key to interpret the heading of each column.
Charts I, II, III, IV, V, VI, and VII show the publica-
tion dates as indicated on each chart,
A summary of the findings from a study of Tables I
through. V appears at the end of Table V and in a like manner
a suramar'’- of the findings from a study of Cl^arts I through VII
appears at the end of Chart VII,
1/ See above p. 21
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TABLE I
TORKING LIST
(References cited in three or more textbooks)
Agar, H., The People's Choice, Houghton-Mifflin 1939
Anderson, W.
,
The Units of Local Government in the
United States, American Clearing
House I93U
Angell, E., Supreme Court Primer, Reynal Hitchcock 1937
Annual Reports of U.S. Department of Agriculture 19U8
Bates, E., The Stor^'- of Congress, Harper 1936
Beard, C. A,, American Ciovernment and Politics,
Macmillan 1939
Beard, C. A. and W., American Leviathan,
Macmillan 1931
Beard, C, A,, The American Party Battle, Macmillan 1928
Beard, C. A,, An Economic Interpretation of the
Constitution, Macmillan 193^
Beard, C. A., Presidents in American History,
Messmer 193^
Binkley, liT. E., The Pov^ers of the President,
Douhleday-Doran 1937
Bird, F. L., The Recall of Riblic Officers,
Macmillan 1930
Bromage, A. W.
,
State Government and Administration
in the United States, Harper 1936
Brooks, R. C., Deliver Us from Our Dictators,
University of Pennsylvania Press 193‘5
Brooks, R. C., Political Parties and Electoral
Problems, Harper 1933
Bruce, H. R., American Parties and Politics, Holt 1936
Bryce, J., The American Commonwealth, Macmillan 1927
Buck, A. E. Modernizing Our State Legislature,
Macmillan 1936
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TABLE I
(Continued)
Buck, A. E., State Reorganization in the United
States, Columbia University 1938
Buck, S. J., The Agrarian Crusade, Yale University 1921
Callender, C. N., American Courts, McGraw-Hill 1927
Carpenter, W, and Stafford, P,T., State and Local
Government in the United States,
Macm.illan 193h
Chamberlain, J., Legislative Processes, State and
Rational, Appleton-Century 1936
Chase, S., Economy of Abundance, Macmillan 193U
Chase, S., Government in Business, Macmillan 193h
Childs, R. S., Best Practice Under City Manager
Plan, National Municipal League 1933
Childs, R. S., Short Ballot, National Municipal
League 1930
Corwin, E. S., The Constitution and 'Yhat It
Means Today, Lippincott 19U7
Corv'ri-n, E. S., The President; Office and Powers
New York University 19U1
Cushman, R, E., Leading Constitutional Decisions,
Crofts 19U6
Dill, C. C,, How Congress Makes Laws, Ransdell Inc. 1939
Douglas, P. H., Social Security in the United
States, ^fhittlesey House 1939
Elliott, W. Y., The Need for Constitutional
Reform, ^JlThittlesey Pouse 193'?
Fairlie, J. A. and Kneier, C. M., County Government
and Administration, Century 1930
Farrand, M., The Fathers of the Constitution,
Yale University 192?
Farrand, M., The Framing of the Constitution,
Yale University 1922
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TABLE I
(Continued)
Fiske, John, The Critical Period in American History,
Houghton-Mifflin 1916
Gallup, G. and Roe, S. F., The Pulse of Democracy,
Simon Schuster 19U0
Graves, W. B., American State Government,
D. C. Heath 19Ul
Griffith, E. S., Current Municipal Problems,
Houghton-Mifflin 1933
Hendrick, B., Life and Letters of Yfalter Hines Page,
Doubleday Doran 1927
Hoan, D. U.
,
City Government, Harcourt Brace 1936
Holcombe, A. N., State Government in the United
States, Macmillan 1931
Hoover, H. C., Challenge to Liberty, Scribners 193h
Johnson, C. 0., Government in the United States,
Crowell 1936
Kemmerer, E. W,
,
The APC of the Federal Reserve
System, Princeton University 1938
Kent, F. R., The Great Game of Politics,
Doubleday Doran 1935
Kilpatrick, W,
,
Problems in Contem.porary County
Governjment, Appleton-Century 1930
Kneier, C. M,, City Government in the United
States, Harper 19U7
Latav^, J. H., American Foreign Policy, Odyssey 19U0
Lippman, W., The United States Foreign Policy,
Little Brown 19U3
Luce, R., Legislative Assemblies, Houghton Mifflin 1935
Lutz, H. L., Public Finance, Appleton Century 1936
MacDonald, A. F., Am.erican City Government and
Administration, Crowell 19U6

TABLE I
(Continued)
MacDonaldj A. F., American State Government and
Administration, Crowell 19U0
Mathews, J, B., The American Constitutional S^^stem,
McGrav^-Hill 19U0
Mathews, J. M., American State Government,
Appleton Centurv 19.3h
Maxey, C. C., Urban Democracy, D. C. Heath 1931
?'JcBain, H, L,, The Living Constitution, Macm.illan 1927
Merriam, C. E. and Gosnell, F. H., The American
party System, Macmillan 19L.0
Munro, Y/. B., Government of American Cities,
Macmillan 19U7
Munro, Yf. B., The Government of the United States,
Macmillan 19h7
Munro, W. B., Municipal Government and Administra-
tion, Macmillan 193U
National Resources Committee, Our Cities, Their
Role in the National Economy, Pamphlet 1937
Odegard, P. H. and Helms, E. A., American Politics,
Harper 19U7
Ogg, F. A. and Ray, P. 0., Introduction to American
Government, Appleton Century 19U9
Overcracker, L,, Money in Elections, Macm.illan 1937
Parker, A. E. and Vallmer, A., Crime and the
State Police, University of Calif. 193'’
Pepper, G. W.
,
In the Senate, University of Pa. 1930
Ridley, C. E. and Nolting, 0. F., City-Manager
Profession, Univ. of Chicago 193U
Rogers, L., The American Senate, Knopf 1926
Roosevelt, T., An Autobiography, Scribners 1920
Sait, E. M., Am.erican Parties and Elections,
Appleton Century 19U2
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TABLE I
(Continued)
Salter j J. F.j Boss Rule^ J'/hittlesey House 193^
Steffens, L., Autobiographer, Harcourt ^rece 1931
Steffens, L., The Shane of the Cities, Harcourt
Brace 193^
Stuart, G.
,
American Diplomatic and Consular
Practice, Appleton Century 1936
Taft, C. P., City Management: The Cincinnati
Experiment, Farrar and Rinehart 193U
Yfellace, H. A,, America Must Choose, Re^mal
Hitchcock 1937
Walker, H., Law-Making in the United States,
Ronald Press 19 3U
Zink, H., City Bosses in the United States,
Duke University 1930
Zukeinan, T. D., The Voting Machine, Few York
County Republican Com.mittee 19'P-h
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TABLE TI
(References found in three out of +hp six textbooks)
Agarj K.j The People’s Choice
Archerson, W,
,
The Units of Local Govern’^ent in
the United States
Angell, E., Supreme Court Primer
Annual Reports of U.S. Dept, of Agriculture
Bates, E,, The Story of Congress
Beard, C. A. and IT.
,
American Leviathan
Beard, C. A., The American Party Battle
Binkley, W, E., The Powers of the President
Bird, F. L., The Recall of Pablic Officers
Bromage, A. Yv., State Government and Administration
in the United States
Brooks, R. C,, Deliver Us from Onr Dictators
Rryce, J., The American Commonwealth
Rick, A. E., Modernizing Our State Legislatures
Puck, S. J., The Agrarian Crusade
Callender, C. K., Am.erican Courts
Chase, S., Economy of Abundance
Chase, S., Government in Business
Childs, R. S., Best Practice Under City Manager Plan
Childs, R. S., Short Ballot
Corwin, E. S., The President; Office and Powers
Dill, C, C., How Congress Makes Laws
Douglas, P. H., Social Security in the United States
Elliott, '/Y. y,. The Need for Constitu+ional Reform
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TABLE II
(Continued)
Farrand, M.j The Fathers of the Constitution
Farrandj M.. The Franin^ of the Constitution
Fiske, J.. The Critical Period in American History
Gallup, G. and Ptoe, S. F.
,
The Pulse of Democracy
Griffith, E. S., Current Municipal Froblem.s
Hendrick, B., Life and Letters of Walter Hines Page
Holcombe, A. N., State Government in the United States
Hoover, H. C., Challenge to Liberty
Johnson, C. 0,, Government in the United States
Kemmerer, E. W., The ABC of the Federal Reserve
System
?Iilpatrick, W.
,
Problems in Contemporary^ County
Governm.ent
G H K M 0
-rT
S
Latave, J, H., Am.erican Foreign Policy
Lippman, W.
,
The United States Foreign Policy
Luce, R., Legislative Assemblies
Lutz, H. L., Riblic Finance
MacDonald, A. F., American Government and
Admini stration
Mathews, J. B., The American Constitutional System
Maxey, C. C., Urban Democracy
Munro, W, B., Government of American Cities
Munro, W. B., Municipan Ciovernment and Administration
National Resources Committee, Our Cities, Their Role
in the National Economy
Odegard, P. and Helms, E. A. Am.erican Politics
Overcracker, L,, Money in Elections •A"
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TABLE II
(Continued)
G H K M 0 S
Parker j A. E. and VollTner, A,, Crime and the
State Police *
Pepper j G. in the Senate * *
Rogers j L,j The American Senate * *
Stuart j G.j American Diplomatic and Consular
Practice -5<- *
Wallace, H., America Must Choose
Zink, H., City PxDsses in the United States -5:-
Zukerman, T. D., The Voting Machine * -«
KEY
G-!'- - Garner and Capen, Our Government
- Houghton, Realities of American Government
K-«- - Keohane and McGoldrick, Government in Action
Mv- - Magruder, American Government
0>;-
- O'Rourke, Your Government Today and Tomorrow
S-- - Steinberg and Lamm, Our Changing Governm.ent
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TABLE III
(References found in four out of the six textbooks)
Beard; C, A.; An Economic Interpretation of the
Constitution
BrookS; R. C.; Political Parties and Electoral
Problems
Bruce; H, R.; American Parties and Politics
B>jck; A. E.; State Reorganization in the United
States
Carpenter; W. and Stafford; P. T., State and Local
Government in the United States
Chamberlain; J.; Legislative Processes; State
and National
Corvdn; E. S.; The Constitution and YJhat It I'ifeans
Today
Cushman; R. E.; Leading Constitutional Decisions
Fairlie; J, A. and Kneier; C. M.; County Government
and Administration
Graves; ’1. B.; American State Government
Kneier; C. M.; City Government in the United States
Mathews ; J. M.; American State Governm.ent
MeBain. H. L.; The Li‘'/ing Constitution
MunrO; W. B,; The Government of the United States
Ogg; F. A. and R^ ; P. 0,, Introduction to American
Government
G H K M 0 S
-X" *X- -X- -X-
Ridley; C. E.; and Nolting; 0. F. ; The City-Manager
Profession
Roosevelt; T.; An Autobiography
Salter; J. T.; Boss Rule
Steffens ; L.; Autobiography
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TABLE III
(Continued)
Steffens j L., The Shame of the Cities
Taft, C. P., City Management: The Cincinnati
Experiment
G H K M 0 S
KEY
- Garner and Capen, Our Governm.ent
H'- - Houghton, Realities of American Government
K-5^- - Keohane and McGoldrick, Government in Action
M*> - Magruder, American Governm.ent
0'--
- O'Rourke, Your Government Today and Tomorrow
S--- - Steinberg and Lamm., Our Changing Government
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TABLE IV
(References found in five out of the six textbooks)
G
Beard, C. American Government and Politics
Beard, C, A., Presidents in American History *
Hoan, D. W., City Government *
Kent, F. R., The Great Game of Politics
MacDonald, A. F., American City Government and
Administration *
Merriam, C. E. and Gosnell, F. H., The American
Party System -«
Sait, E. M., American Parties and Elections
Walker, H., Lawmaking in the United States -5^
Totals of Tables II, III and IV
G - 58
H - 61
K - 17
M - U5
0-55
S - U6
H K M 0 S
KEY
G--- - Garner and Capen, Our Government
H* - Houghton, Realities of American Governm.ent
K-« - Keohane and McGoldrick, Government in Action
M-«- - Magruder, American Government
0-«-
- O'Rourke, Your Government Today and Tomorrow
S-:<- - Steinberg and Lamm., Our Changing Government
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TABLE V
(References found in Standard Cataloj^)
1
2
Bates, E., The Story of Congress
Beard, C. A., American Government and Politics 55-
Beard, C. A.j Presidents in United States His-fo ry
Buck, S. J., The Agrarian Crusade 55-
Chase, S., Economy of Abundance -55-
Farrand, M., The Fathers of the Constitution ^5-
Farrand, M., The Framing of the Constitution -55-
Latav^, J. H., American Foreign Policy -55-
Lippman, W.
,
The United States Foreign Policy -J:-
MacDonald, A, F., American City Government and
Administration -55-
MacDonald, A. F., American. State Governm.ent and
Administration ^
MerT’iam, C. E. and Gosnell, F. H., The American
Party System -55-
Munro, W. E., Government of American Cities -55-
Munro, ''H. B., Municipal Government and Administration -55-
Oggj F. A. and Ray, P. 0., Introduction to American
Government -55-
Steffens, L«, Autobiography -55-
Totals
Column 1-2
Column 2-2
1/ Column 3-12
KEr~
1 - Double Starred
2 - Single Starred
3 - Just Mentioned
1/ See above, p, 21
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FINDD^CxS
As the preceding tables are studied, it will be noted that
no book was listed by all of the textbook authors.
Eight books were mentioned by five of the six textbook
writers which is 2/!? of 1 per cent of the total of lOOU books
mentioned. Three of the eight books are just mentioned in
the Standard. Catalog while one is double starred.
Twenty-one books were mentioned by four of the six textbook
writers which is the equivalent of 2 l/lO per cent of the total.
Of these, two vrere just mentioned in tb= Standard Catalog-.
Fifty-three books were mentioned by three of the six
textbook vrriters, representing ^ 3/l0 per cent of the total.
Of these, ten appear in the Standard Catalog, One is double
stari^ed, tvro are single starred, and seven are just mentioned.
Eighty-two books were mentioned by thre^* <^r mo'^e text-
book authors which is eanival.ent to 8 1/h per cent of tb= total.
Fifty-eight of the eighty-tTO books vrere mentioned by Garner and
Capen, Sixt37--one were mentioned by Houghton. Seventeen were
mentioned by Keohane and McCioldrick, forty-five by Mogruder,
fifty-five by O’Rourke, and forty-six by Steinberg and, Lamm.
Sixteen were recorded in the Standard Catalog, two were double
starred, two were single starred and twelve were just mentioned.
Of the eighty-two books mentioned in the working list
eighteen are parallel texts, fifty-four are specialized studies,
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five are textbooks, four are biographies and one is a pamphlet.
1/ See above, p. 8
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This chart shows the publication dates of
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Chart V: This chart shows the publication dates of
reference boohs from Magruder«s Aiiierican
Gk)verhment that appear on the wording list*
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reference books from t)*Rourke‘s Your
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FINDINGS
As the charts shovdng the publication dates are studied^
it -will be noted that the dates range from 1916 to 19li8,
Fift^'-two of the books were published before 1937, and thirty
were published from 1937 to the present day. Nine of the books
vtrere published in each of the years 193^4? 1935 and 1936. It
is also to be noted that no books appear during the war years
1917, 1918 and 19hU.
Analyzing them from the standpoint of the textbook author,
in the fifty-eight mentioned by Garner and Capen thirty-one
were published, prior to 1936 and twenty-seven since that date.
Nine of them were published in 1936. The dates of publication
varied from 1916 to 191x8,
Houghton contributed the greatest number: sixty-one, with
the publication dates ranging from 1916 to 191x7. Thirty-five
were published before 1936 and twenty-six since 1936. Nine
appeared during the year 1935*
The smallest number of references appeared in Keohane and
McGoldrick which contained onljr seventeen. Ten of these vrere
published before 1936 and seven since then. The dates range
from 1920 to 19U8.
iSJagnxder’s contributions total forty-five books mth twenty
appearing before 1936 and twenty-fiAre since that date. The dates
range from. 1916 to 19lx7.

O'Rourke, with a total of fifty-five books had twentv-five
published before 1936 and thirty subsequent to that date. Six
were published in 193U and six, in 193,^. The range of dates
is from 1920 to 19U7.
Steinberg and Lamm contributed forty-six books with a
range of dates from 1920 to 19h7. The greatest number published
in any one ^.'ear was seven which appeared in 193^» Twenty-five
of the books were published before 1936 and twenty-one thereafter.
T'.L*'
»
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS AND HECOIvUffiNDATIONS
ft-
CONCLUSIONS
An analj'-sis of the findings of this study leads one to dravr
certain definite conclusions.
Since five out of the six textbook authors agree on eight
books, these volumes should definitely be in all social studies
libraries. Because four out of +he six authors agree on
twenty-one books, these latter are certainly worthy of con-
sideration where the librarian's budget will permit it.
Encyclopedias, series and sets are not recommended as
reference materials by the majority of textbook authors for
American Government.
Textbook authors in American Government recognize the
value of specialized studies as the m.ost beneficial ta^pe of
reading for the student.
Textbook v>rriters are not in agreement as to reference
materials
.
Textbook writers do not recommend current publications.
Too little thought as to the availability and usefulness
of a reference to secondary school students is given in com-
piling collateral reading as suggested bj'- textbook authors.

RECOr'.'^lMDATIONS
To bring this study to a close without making any recommenda-
tions would appear futile. The follovri.ng action is submitted
for consideration:
1.
A study should be made to set up criteria for the
adoption of a standard reference list for American Government
Textbooks
.
2. A standard reference list for American Government
should be adopted to be used by all textbook authors in this
subject based on the criteria from the study as suggested in
recommendation 1,
3. A control board should be set up by the national social
stiidies organizations vdth whom, publishers could consiAlt on the
adoption of new books for the standard reference list.
U. School libraries should add to their collections the
recommendations as suggested by the standard list.
Since school libraries contain encyclopedias j series
and sets, these reference materials should be given consideration
in compiling a standard reference list.
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